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VISUAL RESOURCES

This section is based on field evaluation performed in August 2014 plus visual simulations of the
future condition at key view locations, and considers visually important resources as documented
in planning documents of the adjacent cities. Information is also referenced from the 2012 RBSP
EA/Final EIR (SANDAG 2011) for the materials placement/disposal discussion.
3.9.1 EXISTING CONDITIONS
Visual resources are composed of natural and built features that give a particular area its
aesthetic qualities. These features form landscape character, or the overall impression an
observer perceives of an area. Landforms, water surfaces, vegetation, and built features are part
of the landscape character.
Regulatory Setting
A full description of the regulatory setting for this document can be found in Appendix B. The
following laws, regulations, policies, and plans are applicable to this resource area:
•

California Street and Highways Code

Buena Vista Lagoon Study Area
The study area for visual impacts includes Buena Vista Lagoon and adjacent areas (about 1 mile
distant) where there are public and private views of this feature. Buena Vista Lagoon itself is
located in northern coastal San Diego County and appears as a large natural feature. It is
generally bounded by developed suburban areas of Oceanside and Carlsbad (north and south,
respectively). The elevational differences between the lagoon and the nearby urban areas to the
north are modest, but to the south (Carlsbad) developed urban areas are located on more elevated
slopes with broader views of the lagoon and Pacific Ocean. The lagoon appears initially as a
typical coastal wetland of San Diego, with an intermittent western connection to the Pacific
Ocean and an eastern freshwater source (Buena Vista Creek), but the ocean connection is
physically curtailed by a weir and, often, a beach berm. The lagoon is traversed by north-south
infrastructure elements, which include the weir at the lagoon mouth, NCTD railroad, Carlsbad
Boulevard (becomes Coast Highway 101 in Oceanside), and I-5. The easternmost basin is
encircled by the four-lane freeway SR 78 and two-lane Jefferson Street. Combined, the
infrastructure constrains water flow and affects vegetation type. The weir is not readily visible,
but the other transportation improvements present linear, built elements to viewers such as
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drivers on roads, bicyclists/pedestrians on adjacent roadways, and those residences to the north
and south where there are elevated views.
Views of the lagoon vary substantially by viewer location. The lagoon is characterized by open,
blue water in the middle of each basin, with dense cattails and reeds at basin edges. The
vegetation is generally monotypic, and appears dense, tall, and green with minimal variation in
height or density. Cattails are most prevalent in the I-5 Basin and the relative amount of open
water increases in each basin moving to the west (Figure 2-2). The western basin (Weir Basin)
presents the greatest amount of open water and appears almost as a lake. Localized areas on the
lagoon edge where habitat transitions include other types of trees or shrubs and the view is more
mixed in color (shades of green and brown), and mixed in height (tall, brown exposed trunks at
the lagoon upland edge as compared to mid-height reeds), with open patches through the
vegetation. There are some locations in the study area, at the northern edge of the lagoon near
Lagoon View Drive in particular, where the habitat is nonnative grassland or even unvegetated,
with exposed brown soil and brown/tan vegetation. Within the lagoon are minimal built elements
other than the roadways. The Nature Center on the northern edge, just east of Carlsbad
Boulevard, has limited dirt trails but these are nearly covered by adjacent reeds and are not
highly visible. Electrical utilities that cross the lagoon north to south present more signs of
human intrusion with tall brown, linear features in contrast to the mounding green vegetation
(see Section 3.14 Public Services and Utilities) but these do not diminish the overall character of
a large, natural system.
Viewers to the south and north are generally elevated as there are bluffs and hills above the
lagoon elevation, but the views are mixed based on intervening terrain, intervening structures,
and viewer orientation. There are open viewpoints (such as Maxton Brown Park on a small bluff)
with an eastern vista of blue open water encircled by contrasting green vegetation in the
foreground and middleground. Across the low-lying lagoon, there are distant views of slender
trees (eucalyptus) and roadway infrastructure (I-5 and SR 78). In this same location, viewers can
look north where the middleground views (0.25 to 0.5 mile) include the Nature Center building
at the lagoon’s edge and other commercial/residential development farther distant in Oceanside
(greater than 0.5 mile). Looking west from this bluff, the lagoon element shrinks in size and
middleground views shift to the St. Malo residential complex (with unique Tudor-influenced
architecture) and the Pacific Ocean in the background. This view is similar to residential viewers
on the bluff tops, south of the lagoon. In other locations (such as Hosp Grove Park), views are
generally obscured by intervening vegetation (primarily eucalyptus trees). Drivers on Jefferson
Street are bounded in large part by vegetation in the lagoon that limits views to the immediate
foreground (dense curtain of green vegetation). There is an Ecological Wildlife Viewing Area
near Jefferson Street and Marron Road, with a focus on bird watchers (Carlsbad 2011). Here
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viewers have more open views of the lagoon water and thickets of vegetation in the immediate
foreground.
In the northeast, primary viewers are along SR 78, which is slightly elevated and adjacent to the
lagoon. There are generally mixed views of open blue water, largely surrounded by dense, green
vegetation, and distant trees/brownish-green slopes south of Jefferson Street and suburban
development farther south of Carlsbad. As drivers are moving at freeway speeds, in the
approximately ¾-mile length of this road between I-5 and Jefferson Street, the view would be
available for less than 1 minute. In heavy traffic conditions, the view would be available for a
longer period. Farther north are residential areas on the hillsides but views of the lagoon are
limited to individual residences oriented south or west. There are also views from the
commercial center on the north side of SR 78, elevated relative to the lagoon but not as elevated
as the residences on the bluffs. To the northwest (west of I-5), typical views of the lagoon are
limited to residential viewers on cul-de-sacs that end at the northern lagoon’s edge. Here views
may be mixed, with some more open views of the lagoon in the foreground and suburban
development in the middle/background distances as well as some views nearly obscured by the
green reeds. Even the Nature Center and adjacent trails have extremely limited views of the
broader lagoon as the dense, reed thicket presents a green curtain. There are open lagoon views
along Carlsbad Boulevard, primarily at the bridge, where pedestrians/bicyclists on the Coastal
Rail Trail can look both east and west to a mixture of open blue water and dense, green
vegetation in the foreground and middleground. Elsewhere, as this road traverses the lagoon,
vegetation obscures views to the east or west. The bridge views to the west are similar to open
views looking east from the residences in the private enclave of St. Malo because here the open
water predominates. The immediate foreground views for St. Malo viewers (0.1 mile in the Weir
Basin) would be more open water, with foreground views of the railroad tracks, and a mix of
open water and green vegetation in the next basin (0.2 mile to the Railroad Basin).
Viewers along I-5 also have clear views of the lagoon to the east and west, but only from certain
vantage points. Northbound drivers descend between two small bluffs in Carlsbad that obscure
the lagoon even north of the Jefferson Street overpass, until the driver is very nearly upon the
lagoon. The highway bridge appears nearly level with the lagoon. Viewers can see open blue
water and the green, dense border in the foreground in both directions, but this is only one
element of the broader view of commercial/residential development, roadway infrastructure, and,
for southbound drivers, a snapshot of the Pacific Ocean. Viewers here are also traveling at a high
rate of speed so the actual duration of view is limited.
West of the weir is the beach and the Pacific Ocean. The beach in this area is typically sandy but
backed by riprap at the base of homes (St. Malo complex in Oceanside to the north) and along
the base of bluffs that rise up to the south into Carlsbad. During most of the year, the beach is full
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of sand in front of the weir and the water’s edge begins more than 150 feet inland of the ocean.
In winter, the beach may be more cobbly as storms carry the sand offshore. Also during winter,
water flows from upstream toward the ocean may overtop the weir and beach berm to present a
temporary water connection from the lagoon to the ocean. This condition occurs infrequently and
does not last long.
Materials Disposal/Reuse Study Area
The two beach materials placement sites are characterized by generally sandy beaches that vary
in width both annually and seasonally. The site in Oceanside is backed by rock revetments, then
residences to the east with the ocean to the west. In Carlsbad, the site is backed by small bluffs
that rise above the shoreline, typically developed with residential uses. Viewers of the sites are
nearby residents (both bluff top and at similar elevation) and visitors (bluffs and down at the
shore). The offshore site (LA-5) and nearshore site at Oceanside are in the ocean and are not
described further because they are underwater and/or located at distances not readily visible.
(LA-5 is approximately 30+ miles southwest of Buena Vista Lagoon.) Activities to place
materials at the nearshore site include underwater pipelines that are not visible under the water
surface and a transport barge that is a typical ocean vessel commonly used and seen along the
coast. The specific characteristics and viewers of the two onshore sites are discussed separately
below.
Oceanside
The Oceanside materials placement site is visible from numerous beachfront residences and
businesses in the area. The Strand, a beachfront road that runs from Seagaze Drive to Wisconsin
Avenue, abuts the northern end of the materials placement site, and users of the Strand would
view the site. The materials placement site is severely eroded and portions of the beach,
particularly at the southern end of the site, are visible only at low tide. This condition is dynamic
and changes annually and seasonally, depending on coastal processes (e.g., wave energy and
storm event frequency and severity) and periodic beach nourishment projects (like 2012 RBSP).
Beachfront homes and condominiums are located east of this portion of the materials placement
site. Huge boulders have been placed in front of these structures for ocean wave protection and
are elevated slightly above the beach. Buccaneer Beach Park is located within the materials
placement site, where Loma Alta Creek drains to the ocean. Because the immediate area has not
been developed, there is a sandy beach approximately 150 feet wide and 125 feet from the road
to the line of riprap, which protects homes on either side of the park.
The delivery pipeline would likely extend northward from the Buena Vista Lagoon mouth and be
located along the back of the beach at the toe of revetments. Beachfront homes and
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condominiums are located east of the revetments. Similar to the southern part of the materials
placement site, boulders have been placed in front of these structures for protection.
Carlsbad
Primary views of the proposed Carlsbad materials placement site are from beachfront residences,
which front the proposed site from the northern boundary near the mouth of Buena Vista Lagoon
to Pine Avenue. From Pine Avenue to the southern terminus near Hemlock Street, residents are
located on the bluff tops east of Carlsbad Boulevard and a walkway is constructed near the base
of the bluffs with intermittent beach access points. The North Carlsbad materials placement site
is also visible for recreationalists on the beach at the mouth of Buena Vista Lagoon, drivers on
Ocean Street where intermittent beach access is available, and Carlsbad Boulevard. Visual
resources at the North Carlsbad materials placement site consist of a flat sandy beach lying in
front of riprap or vegetated slopes, and sea walls that support beach-front structures. Slopes
behind these protection structures rise to a height of approximately 30 feet. Structures along this
materials placement site include single-family residences, apartments, condominiums, and a
military preparatory school. The sand beach along this site is often under water during high tide.
Light and Glare
No source of lighting is available within the lagoon except street lights on Carlsbad Boulevard.
Adjacent commercial and residential land uses contribute to the ambient lighting and brightness
levels in the project area. Nighttime lighting along Carlsbad Boulevard, I-5, and SR 78 is from
motor vehicles and light poles.
Generally, the major sources of illumination for each of the possible materials placement sites
are from streetlights, vehicle headlights, and interior and exterior building lighting in the
surrounding land uses.
3.9.2 SIGNIFICANCE CRITERIA
Per Appendix G of the State CEQA Guidelines, a significant impact to visual resources would
occur if implementation of the Enhancement Project would result in any of the following:
A. A substantial adverse effect on a scenic (public) vista;
B. Substantial degradation of the existing visual character or quality of the site and its
surroundings (i.e., viewshed);
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C. Creation of a new source of substantial light and glare, which would adversely affect
daytime or nighttime views in the area.
3.9.3 IMPACT ANALYSIS
Overview of Methodology
Lagoon enhancement would temporarily affect the visual environment during the construction
time period and there would also be permanent changes in infrastructure. All alternatives, with
the exception of the No Project Alternative, would generate material for disposal that would be
placed in various locations, including beach sites (where appropriate). The significance of this
visual change depends on a variety of factors, including the degree to which the project would be
seen by potentially sensitive viewers, viewer attitudes and activities, the distance from which the
project would be observed, and the extent the project would be consistent with established visual
quality goals of the adjacent cities.
The anticipated visual impact of the Enhancement Project was assessed in the field and based on
a computer-generated visual simulation. Field and office evaluation was undertaken to document
the visual contrast of the project based on the degree of change in line, form, color, and texture.
Three levels of contrast were considered: weak, moderate, and strong. Weak contrast means
minor or low visual contrast with the surrounding landscape, while strong contrast means the
facilities would be highly evident or dominate a setting. Moderate contrast would be noticeable
but not dominant. Each alternative was also considered in terms of conformance with applicable
goals and policies in the Oceanside and Carlsbad General Plans.
Sensitive Viewers
Visual sensitivity is dependent upon viewer attitudes, the types of activities in which people are
engaged when viewing the project, and the distance from which the project would be seen.
Overall, higher degrees of visual sensitivity are correlated where people are engaged in outdoor
recreational pursuits in public places, or participate in scenic or pleasure driving. Conversely,
visual sensitivity is considered low to moderate in industrial or commercial areas where the
scenic quality of the environment does not affect the value of the activity.
For the lagoon enhancement evaluation, sensitive viewers are identified as users of recreation
areas at or near the lagoon, drivers along scenic roads, and beach users. Carlsbad Boulevard is a
designated scenic corridor (Carlsbad 2013). I-5 in this area is not included on the Caltrans list of
officially designated scenic highways (Caltrans 2014c) but this well-traveled road offers the
greatest number of viewers of the lagoon. The City of Oceanside does not designate scenic roads
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or vistas, although the General Plan does reference the Nature Center and the lagoon (Oceanside
1995). The public vista point is the focus of the analysis. Eight key views are identified for
evaluation (Table 3.9-1) and shown in Figure 3.9-1. A photograph of each location is provided in
Figures 3.9-2 through 3.9-5.
Table 3.9-1
List of Key Views
Key View
Number
Key View 1

Key View 2
Key View 3
Key View 4
Key View 5

Key View 6
Key View 7
Key View 8

Location
Maxton Brown Park

Hosp Grove Park
Lagoon View Drive
I-5 at Lagoon Crossing
Carlsbad Boulevard

Nature Center
Mountain View
Open Space & Access
Beach, West of Weir

Representative Views
Recreation
Residential viewers on hilltop homes in
Carlsbad (private views)
Recreation
Recreation (fishing)
Driver
Scenic driver
Coastal Rail Trail pedestrian/bicyclist
Residential viewers in Oceanside
(private views); similar but not identical
to homes along the west and north sides
of the Weir Basin
Recreation
Beach user, public access
Beach user,
Recreation, public access

Sensitivity
High to moderate
High to moderate
High
Low to moderate

High to moderate

High to moderate
High
High

Computer-generated visual simulations are provided at Key View 1 to illustrate the changes to
the site post-enhancement. There is a simulation for each project alternative looking east across
the Coast Highway Basin from this location (three figures), plus a simulation looking north at the
Boardwalk that is relative to each alternative. Two simulations at Key View 3 reflect the
Freshwater and Saltwater Alternatives from Lagoon View Drive. Simulations are also provided
for Key Views 7 and 8. Two simulations are provided for Key View 7, looking both northeast at
the Weir Basin and directly west at the inlet toward the ocean under open tidal conditions
(Saltwater and Hybrid Alternatives). One simulation is provided from the beach looking north
(Key View 8). The simulations are not representative of exact project final design but provide a
useful illustrative example.
For the materials disposal/reuse site evaluation, sensitive viewers were identified as public
beachgoers and public recreational users. There are also private residential viewers at hilltop
homes in Carlsbad, with intermittent public staircases, and adjacent homes in Oceanside as
summarized in Table 3.9-2.
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Table 3.9-2
Representative Viewers at Materials Placement Sites
Location
Oceanside
Carlsbad

Representative Viewers
Beach user
Residential viewers (private views)
Beach user
Residential viewers on hilltop homes (private views)

Sensitivity
High to moderate
High to moderate

Lagoon Enhancement
Lagoon enhancement would generally consist of vegetation removal, dredging and grading
within the lagoon to raise or lower elevations, modifying existing lagoon infrastructure (weir,
channels, bridge) to enhance tidal flow in and out of the lagoon (under the Saltwater and Hybrid
Alternatives), disposing of sediments excavated from the lagoon to different locations, and
restoring graded areas within the lagoon to facilitate recovery of habitat. The construction phase
of the Enhancement Project would be temporary and is anticipated to occur over at least 15
months, and possibly up to 30 months depending on the construction methods implemented. No
buildings would be constructed under any alternative. Proposed enhancement would require
maintenance every 16 to 20 months, as well as potential adaptive management activities, so
equipment would be periodically visible in the post-construction time period. The visible
elements would vary substantially depending on the alternative.
No permanent new sources of lighting would be created under any alternative. There is existing
overhead lighting on Carlsbad Boulevard that would be replaced as part of the new bridge
structure so changes may occur in the location of that lighting, but it would be modest and
incremental along this already lighted roadway. As such, no impacts would occur and no
further analysis related to permanent lighting impacts is warranted (Criterion C).
The lagoon is traversed by a locally designated scenic corridor (Carlsbad Boulevard). Carlsbad
Boulevard would be reconstructed in the identical location and would provide users with views
at a slightly higher elevation. This would only occur in the Saltwater and Hybrid Alternatives.
No trees, rock outcroppings, or historic buildings would be affected by any of the alternatives,
but changes would occur to the scenic lagoon. Thus, the discussion of substantial damage to this
scenic corridor will focus on the Saltwater and Hybrid Alternatives via the analysis of Key View
5.
Freshwater Alternative
During the construction phase, the visual character of the project site would change from existing
conditions. Vegetation would be removed from all four basins, although 70 percent would come
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Figure 3.9-1
Key View Location Map

I-5

SR 78

Oceanside

Key View 2- Hosp Grove Park looking northwest.
Jefferson Street

SR 78

Key View 4- I-5 Looking east from northbound lane.
Hosp Grove Park

Carlsbad

I-5

Oceanside

Fishing at
Shoreline

Key View 3- Panorama view, Lagoon View Drive looking west near Jefferson Street intersection.
Figure 3.9-2
Typical Views of I-5 Basin (Key Views 2, 3, and 4)
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Key View 6- Audubon Nature Center looking southeast from picnic area.

Railroad Basin

Carlsbad Boulevard

Audubon Nature Center

Key View 6- Audubon Nature Center looking southeast from parking lot (closed during remodel).

Coastal Highway Basin

I-5

Key View 1- Panorama view, Maxton Brown Park looking northeast.
Figure 3.9-3
Typical Views of Coast Highway Basin (Key Views 1 and 6)
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Maxton Brown Park

Carlsbad

Key View 5- Looking southeast from east side of Carlsbad Boulevard.

Coastal Rail Trail

Railroad

Railroad Basin

St. Malo
Community

Key View 5- Looking west from east side of Carlsbad Boulevard.

Lagoon Channel Bridge

Coastal Rail Trail

Key View 5- Looking south near Nature Center entrance.
Figure 3.9-4
Typical Views at Carlsbad Boulevard and Railroad Basin (Key View 5)
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Railroad

Audubon
Nature Center

Weir Basin

St. Malo Residence

St. Malo Residence

Channel
Channel

Key View 7A- Mountain View open space, looking northeast at Weir Basin.

Key View 8- Beach, looking north at channel terminus.

St. Malo Residence

50-foot-wide Channel with Weir
Pacific Ocean

Key View 7B- Panorama view, looking west from Mountain View open space and beach access.
Figure 3.9-5
Typical Views of Weir Basin and Beach (Key Views 7 and 8)
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from the Coast Highway Basin, and landform alteration would occur. Some activities would be
visible, such as cutting and removing the cattails and construction staging, but most would be
underwater (bottom contouring) with only a dredge (appearing as a flat-bottom boat), pipes, and
some construction trucks visible. The staging areas would be located at along the lagoon edges in
four locations, one per basin, as shown in Figure 2-18. Specifically along Lagoon View Drive
(I-5 Basin, Key View 3), at the Nature Center (Coast Highway Basin, Key View 6), just west of
the Nature Center/Carlsbad Boulevard (Railroad Basin), and at the Mountain View open space
(channel and Weir Basin, Key Views 7 and 8). Intermittent truck access would occur from
Jefferson Street.
Construction duration is estimated between 15 and 30 months. While there would not be
construction activity through this entire period through the entire lagoon, it is likely that some
activity could occur at the staging areas for the duration. Staging in the Weir, Railroad and
Coastal Highway Basins would be highly visible to the public and sensitive viewers (beach users
and users of the Coastal Rail Trail) and for a substantial duration (at least one year). The contrast
would be high.
During construction, the area on both sides of Lagoon View Drive would be used for staging and
drying removed cattails (Figure 2-18). Current users typically fish from the shore but would
likely be prevented from access in the short term, so their visual contrast would be minimal (see
Section 3.1 Land Use for analysis of recreational uses). As shown in Figure 3.9-2, a portion of
this area is fairly disturbed with exposed soil but vegetation is present in the immediate
foreground, then an open fishing area, then more vegetation. The soil areas and vegetation
closest to shore would be covered at various times in the construction window with soil for
drying and staged equipment, so the visual change during construction would be moderate to
high for other limited viewers that could include drivers along Jefferson Street and SR 78.
Overall, there would be short-term, but significant, impacts to visual resources during
construction (Criterion B).
Changes in the I-5 Basin would ultimately include removal of cattails in the interior of the basin
and lowering of the bottom elevation in those locations to prevent vegetation reestablishment.
Existing vegetation at the edges, which is most visible from Hosp Grove Park and along Lagoon
View Drive (Key Views 2 and 3), would remain, so the contrast would be weak. Figure 3.9-6
provides a simulation of one view of the enhanced lagoon from Lagoon View Drive (near the
Jefferson Street intersection) as compared to existing conditions. Ultimately, the area along
Lagoon View Drive would be enhanced as a riparian (tree and shrub) system, and the marsh
would be restored, so the contrast to returning recreational users would be low and possibly
visually beneficial.
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Viewers along I-5 (Key View 4) could observe the change as current patterns of green vegetation
with intermittent blue water views would be transformed into a greater percentage of water
views. The overall vision of a natural, wetland system would remain, and these drivers have
extremely limited view durations so the contrast would be low.
Figure 3.9-7 provides a view of the change at Maxton Brown Park (Key View 1) looking
generally northeast across the lagoon. As shown in the simulation, views in the foreground would
change; specifically, the dense mat of green, lush, generally monotypic vegetation would be
reduced in extent and more open water would be visible in both the immediate foreground and in
the center of the basin. The contrast would be low.
Figure 3.9-8 provides a simulated view also from Maxton Brown Park, but looking more due
north at Carlsbad Boulevard and the Nature Center. The current view is of a single roadway with
fairly dense vegetation along the bulk of the roadway edge. There is a water opening at the
channel. With the project, a wooden Boardwalk would be constructed in the lagoon along the
eastern side of the road, and the existing tall, reedy vegetation would be removed to allow full
basin views and fishing access for Boardwalk users. It should be noted that this simulation
reflects the extremely modest salt marsh that could establish near the Boardwalk’s edge under the
Saltwater or Hybrid Alternatives, and the new Carlsbad Boulevard bridge. Under this alternative,
there would actually be no low-growing vegetation, so the view would be of more open water up
to the Boardwalk and no change to existing Carlsbad Boulevard. The change would be highly
visible to these sensitive viewers, but the overall contrast would be moderate because this
Boardwalk element is one of a larger view of the overall lagoon, and the new feature would not
be out of place or scale in this type of system.
Viewers at the Nature Center (Key View 6) would also be able to view the new Boardwalk but
generally only in immediately foreground views and only when oriented in that direction. Users
along Carlsbad Boulevard (Key View 5) include drivers traveling at a modest rate of speed
(posted limit is 35 miles per hour) as well as pedestrians and bicyclists on the Coastal Rail Trail
typically traveling slower with higher view expectations. Carlsbad Boulevard is a designated
scenic corridor in the City’s General Plan. Under this alternative, the change for these viewers
would be an opening of the travel corridor for more broad views to the east (new Boardwalk and
open water) and minimal change to the west (fringe of vegetation that nearly obscures longerdistance views). As with the change at Maxton Brown Park, the change would be highly visible,
but the overall contrast would be moderate.
The change at the Weir Basin and beach area under this alternative includes channel
improvements and weir replacement. The existing 50-foot-wide channel (Figure 3.9-5) would be
widened to 80 feet and the weir reconstructed. The weir may be more substantial in size but it is
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Existing View - Southwest from Lagoon View Drive toward I- 5.

Simulated View - Freshwater Alternative from Lagoon View Drive.

Figure 3.9-6
Key View 3 - Simulation - Freshwater and Hybrid Alternatives
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Existing View - Northeast from Maxton Brown Park.

Simulated View - Freshwater Alternative from Maxton Brown Park.

Figure 3.9-7
Key View 1 - Simulation - Freshwater Alternative
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Existing View - Northwest from Maxton Brown Park toward Carlsbad Boulevard.

Simulated View - Boardwalk and Carlsbad Boulevard bridge from Maxton Brown Park.
(Saltwater and Hybrid Alternatives only)

Figure 3.9-8
Key View 1 - Simulation - Boardwalk and Bridge
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largely underwater and not visible (Key View 7). The variable beach berm would not be
modified (Key View 8). During construction, a staging area would be located along the Mountain
View access point (Figure 3.9-5) but would be necessary for only 1 to 2 months. The channel
sides would be strengthened with additional riprap, not unlike the rocks currently in place. The
change would be noticeable but the overall contrast would be moderate as, ultimately, a wide
coastal access and a wide beach berm would remain, but would continue to be dynamic and vary
in size. Looking east back into the Weir Basin (Figure 3.9-5), the view would change only
incrementally with the large expanse of open water remaining in the foreground up to the
railroad tracks, and some fringe cattail vegetation establishing on the basin circumference. A
fringe of vegetation could exist in this basin at this time, but it is removed periodically by the St.
Malo homeowners, who also own this basin. The contrast would be low.
Overall, implementation of this alternative would not have a substantial adverse effect on a
scenic vista, or a substantial degradation of the existing visual character or quality of the lagoon
and its surroundings. There would be no long-term significant impacts (Criteria A and B).
The project would result in some temporary new light sources during 24-hour construction
activities, but the light would be periodic and small scale. It would be necessary to have 24-hour
dredging operations over the course of the project, which would include illumination of the
immediate surrounding area of work and lighting contained within the enclosed cabin area.
Lighting would be located on the dredge and would be comparable to bright street lights. A
spotlight on the dredge may be used if anchors need to be reset. In addition to the lights from the
dredge, the crew boats delivering dredge personnel to the dredge at the shift change during dark
hours (generally around 11 p.m. and 6 a.m.) would have a spot light used to temporarily
illuminate the immediate boarding area and waters in front of the boat while transiting to and
from shore and the dredge plant. Lighting at construction launch or staging areas may also be
necessary to facilitate nighttime activities, such as material deliveries, and would also be similar
to a street light directed toward the work area. While the lighting would be noticeable and visible
to surrounding viewers and may appear out of place within the unlit lagoon area, the area that
would be lit would be localized and focused on the immediate work area. The lights would not
be of a height or intensity that allows for expansive spreading or spill of light across a wide area.
The light source would move slowly throughout the lagoon as dredging progresses from one
location to another and would not stay at one location for an extended period of time. The
nighttime lighting would be necessary during 24-hour dredging activities, for the approximately
12 to 24 months (dependent on alternative) duration of dredging and sand placement activities.
The temporary presence of nighttime lighting within the lagoon would be a change from the
existing non-lit night environment, and the temporary light and glare impact would be
potentially significant (Criterion C).
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Saltwater Alternative
The Saltwater Alternative would create a greater mix of habitats within the lagoon and, while
remaining a wetland, the vegetation characteristics would present a different experience for the
viewer. Generally, existing conditions present as either blue open water or fairly monotypic,
green, dense vegetation with coarse/thick texture. Under this alternative, the mixture of habitat
types and tidal cycle of water would result in a more heterogeneous viewing experience in terms
of color and texture. The post-project condition is based on 5+ years of active enhancement
(planting plants) as well as natural recruitment.
Similar to the Freshwater Alternative, during the temporary construction period (15 to 30
months) the Saltwater Alternative would have four staging areas and viewers could observe
equipment operating at the edges of the lagoon, plus a dredge and vegetation removal machinery
inside the various basins. Given the highly visible locations of the staging areas and adjacent
sensitive viewers, the short-term visual impacts during construction would be considered
significant (Criterion B).
At the I-5 Basin, which has the greatest concentration of vegetation relative to open water under
current conditions, the amount of open water would decrease and a mix of habitats would present
a mixture of color and textures with a reduction in vertical elements. The far eastern part of the
basin, toward Lagoon View Drive (Key View 1), would have a combination of mid, low, and
high salt marsh habitats. Several islands of salt marsh already exist in this basin but are currently
largely obscured by cattails closer to the edge where viewers are present (fisherman). Figure
3.9-9 provides a simulation from Key View 3. As illustrated, the more dense and monotypic
cattails would be replaced by low-growing marsh habitat that has more brown/tan/dark green
tones. As with the Freshwater Alternative, there would likely be access restrictions during
construction so viewers would be limited to drivers on Jefferson Street instead of people fishing.
At Hosp Grove Park, where amenities such as play equipment/picnic tables/trails are available,
views through the trees would change with less open water and more low-growing vegetation.
The contrast would be moderate to high given the substantial change in views; however, at Key
View 2, the lagoon itself is partially obscured by intervening trees and reedy vegetation along the
lagoon fringe.
Along I-5, the view both east and west would change from small, nearly obscured water channels
surrounded by cattails to an open system in both directions (Key View 4). This lagoon would
look more similar to other tidally influenced systems in the San Diego region. While the contrast
would be moderate to high, the speed of the travelers and the typical wetland habitat mix would
mute the overall change.
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Existing View - Southwest from Lagoon View Drive toward I- 5.

Simulated View - Saltwater Alternative from Lagoon View Drive. Remaining freshwater marsh habitat
in foreground would transition over time to high salt marsh.

Figure 3.9-9
Key View 3 - Simulation - Saltwater Alternative
Buena Vista Lagoon Enhancement Project Final EIR
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Figure 3.9-10 provides a view of the change at Maxton Brown Park (Key View 1) looking
generally northeast across the lagoon. As shown in the simulation, views under this alternative
would change largely in the type of vegetation. The dense mat of green, lush, generally
monotypic vegetation would be replaced by lower-growing salt march species that have varying
hues of green and brown, and during the winter can transition to reddish. The coarse, upright
cattails would be limited to a narrow strip at the water’s edge, and otherwise largely replaced
with mounding, low-growing species, or shorter grasses with more movement from the wind.
The amount of visible water would vary over the course of the day and tidal regimes, with brown
mud flats exposed at very low tides and covered with water during high tides. The contrast would
be moderate to high depending on the point in the tidal cycle.
Figure 3.9-8 provides a simulated view from Maxton Brown Park illustrating the new Boardwalk
and the new Carlsbad Boulevard bridge. As shown, under current conditions, dense vegetation
exists along most of the length of the roadway edge with a water opening at the channel. With
the project, a wooden Boardwalk would be constructed in the lagoon along the eastern side of the
road and the existing tall vegetation would be removed. As shown, under the Saltwater
Alternative there would be limited low-growing salt marsh species adjacent to the Boardwalk,
mostly south of the channel opening. This new linear Boardwalk element, and the less dense
vegetation would be noticeable, but the overall contrast would be moderate because this element
is one of a larger view of the overall lagoon, which includes human-made linear features. And
the Boardwalk would not be out of place or out of scale in this type of system.
Under this alternative, the Carlsbad Boulevard bridge would also be reconstructed. It would be
the same width, with the same roadway improvements on the surface, but the structure would be
4+ feet higher above the lagoon and there would be a broader channel width below the bridge
(from 29 feet to 110 feet). Views from the park would change with introduction of a new
Boardwalk as well as a larger bridge structure spanning a mix of vegetation types and tidally
fluctuating water (Figure 3.9-8 offers a simulation of both). The change would be highly visible
to these sensitive viewers, and the overall contrast would be moderate to high. This infrastructure
would be one element of a larger view of the overall lagoon, which is currently characterized by
a variety of infrastructure, and the new bridge feature would not be out of place or scale in this
type of system.
Viewers at the Nature Center (Key View 6) would also be able to view the new Boardwalk when
oriented toward that feature. Under this alternative, the intervening tall freshwater species would
be removed or would eventually transition to lower-growing salt marsh species so more open
views across the lagoon would be available for visitors at the Nature Center. This would be a
change but could be viewed as beneficial.
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Users along scenic corridor Carlsbad Boulevard (Key View 5) include vehicle drivers and users
of the Coastal Rail Trail. Under this alternative, the change for these viewers would be an
opening of the travel corridor for more broad views to the east and to the west. On the east side,
the lower growing vegetation and the higher road elevation would provide for views of the new
Boardwalk, low-growing vegetation, and water. The elevation could allow viewers looking west
to see over the fringe of vegetation that currently nearly obscures longer-distance views. The
change would be highly visible, and the overall contrast would be moderate, and possibly
beneficial if increased viewing distance to the west allows for intermittent views of the ocean.
Under the Saltwater Alternative, substantial changes would occur to the channel adjacent to the
ocean. The existing weir would be removed and the channel widened from 50 feet to 100 feet,
with riprap protection installed along the sides. The existing beach berm would be removed to
create a full tidal connection with the ocean. Figure 3.9-5 provides a photograph of the existing
beach berm in late summer, when it is typically widest. Under this alternative, the white sandy
beach at the shoreline would be replaced by a channel connection. The riprap protection would
terminate where the residences end, so the exposed sides at the beach would appear as sandy
sides with a water channel in the middle. The volume of water in the channel would vary by tide
and season. This pattern is not unlike the lagoon mouth/ocean connection at San Elijo Lagoon or
at Los Peñasquitos Lagoon (Torrey Pines). The visual contrast of these activities would be
moderate to strong for beach users (Key View 8) and people accessing the beach via the
Mountain View open space (Key View 7); both are considered sensitive viewers. The project
would not introduce a new human feature on the beach nor would the ocean connection be out of
character with the San Diego coastline. Figure 3.9-11 shows a simulation of the view looking
west along the Mountain View Drive open space where the open channel to the ocean would
double in width (50 to 100 feet). Existing vegetation along the northern slopes would be replaced
by riprap and more riprap would be added to the south side. Because the channel would be open
to tidal influence, the water depth would vary. Visible riprap sides may vary in depth by several
feet throughout the day. While providing a change for users accessing the beach, the focus on the
ocean would not be hindered. The contrast would be moderate.
The channel change and reintroduction of tidal flow would result in changes to the Weir Basin as
well. Here the open water visible from Key View 7B, which is somewhat similar to views from
the residential enclave of St. Malo, would become a tidally influenced basin with water
fluctuations twice a day. The basin edges would become a mixture of low, mid, and high coastal
marsh in narrow bands, but the majority of the basin would be open water. The change would be
highly visible because the water view now is more of a lake with no fluctuation and the edges are
more dense with cattails and reeds. Under this alternative, the variability would be noticeable in
terms of the daily water regime, and less so due to habitat change at the basin fringe. The
significance of this change is subjective, as it depends on preference for a certain type of view.
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Existing View - Northeast from Maxton Brown Park.

Simulated View - Saltwater Alternative from Maxton Brown Park.

Figure 3.9-10
Key View 1 - Simulation - Saltwater Alternative
Buena Vista Lagoon Enhancement Project Final EIR
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50-foot-wide Channel with Weir

St. Malo Residence

Pacific Ocean

Existing Panorama View - looking west from Mountain View open space.

Pacific Ocean

100-foot-wide Channel, no Weir
(Water Level Varies with Tide)

St. Malo Residence

Simulated View - Channel Widened to 100 feet (Saltwater and Hybrid Alternatives only).
Figure 3.9-11
Key View 7A - Simulation - Saltwater and Hybrid Alternatives
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Figure 3.9-12 provides a conceptual simulation from Key View 7B, looking northeast at the Weir
Basin also from the Mountain View open space area. Some existing ornamental vegetation at the
lagoon edge would be removed and more riprap installed for shoreline protection, but the overall
scene would be similar. The contrast would be moderate.
Beach users looking north at the channel (Key View 8) would have mostly foreground views of
sand (see simulation in Figure 3.9-13). Even with the channel widened and the water extending
to the ocean, sand would come up to the riprap edges and partially obscure views of the channel.
The view of the mouth would be more or less prominent based on seasonal width, but would be
in keeping with other similar ocean connections. No permanent man-made features would extend
beyond the current row of residences. The contrast would be moderate.
Overall, implementation of this lagoon alternative would not have a substantial adverse effect on
a scenic vista, or a substantial degradation of the existing visual character or quality of the
lagoon and its surroundings. There would be no long-term significant impacts (Criteria A
and B).
The discussion of nighttime light and glare provided under the Freshwater Alternative would also
apply to the Saltwater Alternative. The temporary and periodic light and glare during 24hour construction activities would be potentially significant (Criterion C).
The Saltwater Alternative would require maintenance every 16 to 20 months to remove beach
quality sand at the inlet. Inlet maintenance would rely on land-based construction equipment to
remove material and redistribute it to the beach materials placement site to the south. This would
be very similar to routine maintenance that currently occurs at the existing San Elijo Lagoon
inlet. The activities would occur over a 2- to 4-week period. Given the open nature of this
channel, with public access along Mountain View to the south and the beach to the west, the
activities would be visible to beachgoers. The temporary contrast of the construction equipment
in this visual setting would be moderate and the vast majority of the lagoon would remain
unaffected during maintenance. Therefore, the impact would be less than significant (Criteria
A, B, and C).
Hybrid Alternative
The Hybrid Alternative presents a combination of visual changes, identical to the Freshwater
Alternative for the I-5 Basin and very similar to the Saltwater Alternative for the Coast Highway
and Railroad Basins. There is a variation in the Weir Basin that has visual ramifications.
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As with the other two alternatives. during the temporary construction period (at minimum over 1
year) the Hybrid Alternative would have four staging areas and viewers could observe equipment
operating at the edges of the lagoon, plus a dredge and vegetation removal machinery inside the
various basins. Given the highly visible locations of the staging areas and adjacent sensitive
viewers, the short-term visual impacts during construction would be considered significant
(Criterion B).
As described in the Freshwater Alternative, freshwater marsh vegetation (e.g., cattails) would
generally be retained at the lagoon edges, which is most visible from Hosp Grove Park and along
Lagoon View Drive (Key Views 2 and 3). Changes would include removal of cattails in the
interior of the basin, and lowering of the bottom elevation in those locations to prevent
vegetation reestablishment. Figure 3.9-6 provides a simulation of one view of the enhanced
lagoon from Lagoon View Drive (near the Jefferson Street intersection) as compared to existing
conditions. The contrast is low.
Viewers along I-5 (Key View 4) could observe the change as current patterns of green vegetation
with intermittent blue water views would be transformed into a greater percentage of water
views. The overall vision of a natural, wetland system would remain; these drivers have
extremely limited view durations so the contrast would be low.
At the Coast Highway Basin, the pattern of change would be similar to the Saltwater Alternative.
That is, existing open water and monotypic green vegetation would be replaced by a broader mix
of low-growing species. Figure 3.9-14 provides a view of the change at Maxton Brown Park
(Key View 1) looking generally northeast across the lagoon. As shown in the simulation, the
dense mat of green, lush, generally monotypic vegetation would be replaced by lower-growing
salt march species that have varying hues of green and brown, and during the winter can
transition to reddish. The amount of visible water would vary with brown mud flats exposed at
low tide and covered with water during high tide. The contrast would be moderate to high
depending on season and tide elevation.
Figure 3.9-8 provides a simulated view from Maxton Brown Park illustrating the new Boardwalk
and new Carlsbad Boulevard bridge. As with the Saltwater Alternative, low-growing salt marsh
species under the Hybrid Alternative would occur near the Boardwalk and south of the channel
(as simulated). This mix of open water and low-growing vegetation would compatible with the
Boardwalk design. Also under this alternative, the Carlsbad Boulevard bridge would be replaced
with a longer, higher structure. This infrastructure would be one element of a larger view of the
overall lagoon, which is currently characterized by a variety of infrastructure, and the new
Boardwalk feature would not be out of place or scale in this type of system. Users of the new
bridge, a Carlsbad-designated scenic corridor, could be at an elevation allowing them to see over
the fringe of vegetation on the west side that nearly obscures longer-distance views. The change
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Nature Center

Weir Basin
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Existing View - Looking northeast at Weir Basin.

Audubon
Nature Center

Weir Basin

Water Level Varies, Subject to Tidal Influence

Simulated View - Saltwater Alternative, looking northeast at Weir Basin.
Figure 3.9-12
Key View 7B - Simulation - Saltwater Alternatives
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St. Malo Residence

Channel

Existing View - Beach, looking north at channel terminus.

St. Malo Residence

Channel Connection to Ocean

Channel, Widened and Extended

Simulation View - Beach, looking north at widened channel
that extends to ocean.
Figure 3.9-13
Key View 8 - Simulation - Saltwater and Hybrid Alternatives
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Existing View - Northeast from Maxton Brown Park.

Simulated View - Hybrid Alternative from Maxton Brown Park.

Figure 3.9-14
Key View 1 - Simulation - Hybrid Alternatives
Buena Vista Lagoon Enhancement Project Final EIR
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would be highly visible, and the overall contrast would be moderate, and possibly beneficial if
increased viewing distance to the west allows for intermittent views of the ocean.
The Hybrid Alternative would also involve removal of the weir at the west end of the lagoon,
widening of the channel, and creation of an ocean connection to facilitate tidal flow. The Hybrid
Alternative, Option B has the same visual characteristics as the Saltwater Alternative relative to
the beach area, channel, and Weir Basin, and impacts would be the same. Figures 3.9-11 through
3.9-13 provide simulations of the possible future conditions at these locations (Key Views 7 and
8).
The Hybrid Alternative, Option A is a slightly modified version for channel improvements where
an underwater “channel guide” would allow water in the bulk of the Weir Basin to be retained
behind the elevated guide, and only have minimal tidal fluctuations compared to the channel and
upstream basins, which would have full tidal fluctuations. Under this alternative, the bulk of the
Weir Basin would have restricted flow and would appear more “lake-like” instead of fluctuating
twice daily. For viewers on the western edge of the Weir Basin, this would provide a view more
similar to existing conditions. For viewers to the south of the channel, including users of the
Mountain View access and adjacent residents (Key View 7), the guide itself would introduce a
new human feature in this basin. As shown in the conceptual rendering in Figure 3.9-15, the
guide would be visible as a curved concrete/rock “wall” on the north side of the channel. The
exposed wall would vary depending on the tide but would not be higher than the existing rock
abutments along the channel to the west. While a new feature in the middle of the basin, this
would not be dissimilar in nature to the railroad tracks, roadway, multistory residences, and
utility poles that are part of the current character. Overall, implementation of this alternative
would not have a substantial adverse effect on a scenic vista, or a substantial degradation of the
existing visual character or quality of the lagoon and its surroundings. There would be no longterm significant impacts (Criteria A and B).
The discussion of nighttime light and glare provided under the other alternatives would apply
here as well. The temporary light and glare during 24-hour construction activities would be
potentially significant (Criterion C).
The Hybrid Alternative would also require routine channel inlet maintenance to remove
accumulated sand and move it downstream to the Carlsbad materials placement site. This would
be similar to routine maintenance that currently occurs at the existing San Elijo inlet. The
activities would occur over a 2- to 4-week period. Given the open nature of this channel, with
public access along the Mountain View to the south and the beach to the west, the activities
would be visible to sensitive beachgoers. The temporary contrast of the construction equipment
in this visual setting would be moderate and the vast majority of the lagoon would remain
Buena Vista Lagoon Enhancement Project Final EIR
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unaffected during maintenance. Therefore, the impact would be less than significant (Criteria
A, B, and C).
No Project Alternative
The No Project Alternative would not result in modifications to the lagoon, Carlsbad Boulevard,
or the channel/weir and no immediate change would occur to existing visual conditions or
resources. Under this alternative, the lagoon would remain a freshwater marsh system with
cattails continuing to encroach into the waterways. While this may reduce habitat diversity and
present a visually monotypic form over time compared to the Enhancement Project alternatives
and existing conditions, the general open space aesthetic would remain and the visual contrast
would be weak relative to adjacent wetlands. Therefore, impacts to visual resources would be
less than significant because the project area would remain similar to its existing condition
and the proposed habitat distributions under the various Enhancement Project alternatives
(Criteria A, B, and C).
Materials Disposal/Reuse Sites
The visual impact analysis for the materials disposal/reuse sites addresses the potential for the
various alternatives to impact existing visual conditions at the materials placement sites for
adjacent viewers (beach users and viewers from vista points on the cliffs/bluffs above).
Information is referenced from the 2012 RBSP EA/Final EIR (SANDAG 2011). Depending on
the quality of materials to be exported, a number of different disposal and/or reuse scenarios are
proposed. These methods include littoral placement (nearshore off Oceanside), onshore beach
placement (at Oceanside and potentially North Carlsbad), and offshore disposal (LA-5).
During future maintenance, excavated materials would be placed at the North Carlsbad site
(Saltwater and Hybrid Alternatives only).
The visual changes associated with the materials disposal/reuse component, including
construction equipment and pipelines on the beach, would only occur during construction
activities, resulting in temporary visual impacts. Once onshore materials placement is completed,
the placement material would be similar to the existing beach. Materials placed on the beaches
from construction would be dredged from the lagoon bottom where it has existed underwater
and/or been covered by vegetation for years, likely decades. Decaying material falls to the
bottom and mixes with the sediment. When freshly removed, this sediment can be darker than
beach material that has been exposed to sun, wind, and water action. Discoloration of the
sediment would be short term (typically 1 to 4 years) as it too becomes whitened by the elements
and mixed with existing sand. This material would not present a substantial degradation of the
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Existing View - Looking northeast at Weir Basin.

Simulation View - Hybrid Alternative (Option A),
Looking Northeast at channel guide concept.
Figure 3.9-15
Key View 7B - Simulation - Hybrid Alternative (Option A)
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overall sandy beach appearance. This nourishment material is a beneficial enhancement of the
beach because sand is preferable to cobble both visually and recreationally.
Some construction activities would be restricted to daytime hours, but some activities require
operation 24 hours a day to remain efficient (e.g., dredging and subsequent placement/disposal
activities). Additionally, activities like materials delivery may be scheduled for nighttime hours.
Lights may be necessary at the beach sites to allow for 24-hour sand placement activities.
Construction lighting would consist of lights on poles, similar to street lights, to illuminate the
immediate work area when the dredge is discharging. Another light source may also include the
headlights of construction equipment, such as bulldozers working to spread the material on the
beach area. These lights would be only in the immediate work area in front of the equipment and
would be focused toward ground level, similar to a car headlight. The lighting would only be
necessary during onshore materials placement.
Littoral Zone Nourishment
Oceanside
The Enhancement Project would alter existing views along the materials placement site during
proposed beach replenishment operations because a pipeline would discharge sand, grading
equipment (typically two large machines) would construct a training dike and move the sand and
pipelines around the site, and several construction personnel would operate the equipment.
Delivery of the material would be made entirely via pipeline. Construction lights would be
placed at the work place to allow for construction after daylight hours. The City of Oceanside has
a Light Pollution Ordinance (Ordinance No. 091-46) that prohibits certain types of outdoor lights
and restricts outdoor lighting between 11:00 p.m. and sunrise. The intent of this ordinance is to
support Palomar Observatory by restricting certain light fixtures that emit undesirable light rays
into the night sky. There are exemptions for various activities and types of lighting. One
exemption allows outdoor facilities to remain illuminated to complete specific organized
activities that are in progress and under illumination at 11:00 p.m. The proposed construction
lighting would be short term in nature and exempt.
Sand placement of the maximum 420,000 cy would require approximately 40 days if the material
were available all at once. It is likely that appropriate beach quality material would be available
in intermittent time periods, so the construction could occur over many months instead. Sand
placement operations during this time would temporarily degrade existing coastal views in the
immediate area. Residents along the site and users of Buccaneer Beach Park would have clear
views of the activity when the sand placement would occur near those specific uses. More distant
views would be available for persons on the pier or the Strand. Sand placement would not affect
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the entire length of the materials placement site for the construction period. Instead, up to
approximately 175 linear feet could be affected in any single day. Sand placement activities at
the southern end of the materials placement site would be a little less than a mile from the
Strand, which would reduce the visual contrast of the action for those viewers. Subsequent to
beach replenishment operations, the materials placement site beach would be enhanced. Sand
replenishment would widen the existing beach, thereby eliminating views of the eroded beach
south of Wisconsin Avenue. Operations would be short term overall and the daily construction
area would travel along the beach, which would reduce the visual contrast to any one sensitive
viewer. The end result would be enhancement of this important resource and visual impacts
would be considered less than significant (Criteria A and B).
The delivery pipeline would extend northward from the Buena Vista Lagoon mouth and be
located along the back of the beach at the toe of revetments. During pipeline assembly, viewers
along South Oceanside Beach or the Strand would see trucks and crew for approximately 1
week. In the remaining time period, the pipeline would be inert on the beach. The pipeline would
be on the beach for as many months as needed for the materials disposal. The pipeline would be
clearly visible when placed on the light sand because of its size (up to 3 feet in diameter) and
dark color. For materials disposal in the nearshore off Oceanside, a pipeline would extend
perpendicular into the ocean water and disappear from view. However, where the pipeline would
be placed at the base of the Strand or along dark riprap, for delivery on-shore, the contrast would
be small overall. Views for most residents looking west at the beach would be substantially
eliminated because other features such as riprap would intervene. The visual contrast would be
considered less than significant due to the presence of other man-made features (i.e., sea walls
and riprap) that minimize the visual contrast, the placement of the pipe as far up the beach as
possible, and the overall temporary nature of the pipeline. Overall, sand placement activities
would not have a substantial adverse effect on the scenic ocean vista, or a substantial degradation
of the existing visual character or quality of the beach materials placement site and its
surroundings. There would be no short-term or long-term significant impacts (Criteria A
and B).
Some temporary lighting may also be required at the two booster pump locations during service
and short-term checking by operations personnel. Booster pumps may be required at the inlet and
farther north at Loma Alta creek. The lights would not create a substantial source of light and
they are near areas that include street lighting, residential lighting, and lights associated with
vehicle traffic; however, they would be necessary throughout sand placement at both the
placement sites and along the pipeline. The temporary and intermittent use of night lighting
for construction activities would be potentially significant (Criterion C).
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Carlsbad
While it is anticipated that sediment removed during construction would be placed at the
Oceanside beach and nearshore sites, it is possible that this materials placement site could be
utilized if the beach-quality material from the lagoon exceeds the quantity that can be placed at
Oceanside. This site is also anticipated to be used for inlet maintenance needs associated with the
Saltwater and Hybrid Alternatives.
Similar to the Oceanside materials placement site, views of the North Carlsbad materials
placement site would be temporarily degraded during construction operations associated with the
Enhancement Project. At this site, the sand fill area would be constructed entirely seaward of the
1998 surveyed mean high tide line. Immediately following construction, the beach area directly
in front of the existing revetment would remain similar to typical elevation, approximately 6 feet
above mean lower low water (MLLW). At an estimated 35 feet seaward of the revetment, a slope
would extend up to the top of the replenishment fill at 12 feet above MLLW. If the material to be
placed is equal to the maximum allowed for this site (225,000 cy), then residents would view this
higher berm near the middle of the beach and extending seaward. The berm would not block
views of the ocean but would present a not-typical beach view. Very soon after sand placement,
wave action and beach maintenance would flatten the berm and reduce the elevation difference.
If less material is placed, then the berm may not be created. Ultimately, replenishment would
enhance the beach. Further, beach replenishment operations would be short term and
construction would move along the site, minimizing the visual contrast at any one location. Some
temporary lighting may be needed if this site is used for construction material disposal, but no
lights would be needed for maintenance activities (daytime only). Lights for construction
disposal would not create a substantial source of light and they would be near other lights from
streets, residences, and some vehicles; however, they would be necessary throughout sand
placement at both the placement sites and along the pipeline. While changes would be highly
visible in the short term, impacts to visual resources would not be significant (Criteria A
and B). The temporary and intermittent use of night lighting for construction activities
would be potentially significant (Criterion C).
When this location is used for inlet maintenance only, then approximately 27,000 cubic yards of
material would be placed west of the mean high tide line over a 2- to 4-week period every 12 to
20 months. Equipment would be land-based vehicles. While visible, these vehicles would be
similar to equipment used for other beach maintenance activities (e.g., reshaping sand berm in
front of weir) and short term, plus the material would enhance the beach with sand. Impacts to
visual resources would be less than significant (Criterion B).
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Offshore Disposal
If dredged material is found unsuitable for nearshore or onshore disposal, it may be placed on a
barge and shipped over 25 miles southwest to the LA-5 ocean disposal site. To transport that
material from the lagoon to the barge, a pipe would be constructed onshore near the channel
terminus, and run into the ocean (not visible). It would terminate at a small floating connection
called a monobuoy outside the surf zone. Periodically, a barge would come into view at the
monobuoy, load its cargo, and then transit into the ocean out of sight. The visible activity would
be limited, typically 2 to 3 daylight hours and, while visible, the barge would appear on the
horizon similar to other boats (fishing, pleasure, etc.). The activity could possibly occur at night
so a light could be visible intermittently at the buoy and at the barge. Overall, such activities
would not have a substantial adverse effect on the scenic ocean vista, or cause a substantial
degradation of the existing visual character or quality of the beach, and lighting (if occurring at
all) would be intermittent and short term. There would be no short-term or long-term
significant impacts (Criteria A, B, and C).
No Project Alternative
No materials would be dredged or excavated that would need to be disposed of or used for
littoral cell nourishment under the No Project Alternative. As a result, there would be no
changes to beach or nearshore visual resources, and no impacts would occur (Criteria A, B,
and C).
Pedestrian Bridge for Land Use Mitigation
There is a significant land use impact identified under the Saltwater and Hybrid Alternatives
associated with the new ocean channel and elimination of safe public access laterally along the
beach. Measure Land Use-1 has been identified to mitigate the significant impact to beach
access; specifically construction of a new pedestrian bridge over the widened channel. The
various pedestrian bridge options and location along the channel considered and rejected are
noted in Section 3.1 Land Use.
Figure 3.9-16 provides a conceptual simulation of a possible pedestrian bridge from Key View 8
(beach users). While the bridge would be several hundred feet up-channel from the actual beach
and shoreline, it would be visible as a new elevated, human-made element. It would be below the
height of adjacent residences and tennis court fencing to the north, and well below bluff top
residences to the south. This conceptual illustration does not completely convey the scale of the
bridge, as it would need access stairs on either side of the channel. A path would need to be
constructed on the north side of the channel, on top of the riprap alongside the tennis court and a
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St. Malo Residence

Channel

Existing View - Beach, looking north at channel terminus.
St. Malo Residence

New Pedestrian Path
Necessary on North Side
of Channel

Conceptual Pedestrian Bridge

Channel, Widened and Extended

Simulated Concept - Pedestrian bridge spanning channel
(Saltwater and Hybrid alternatives only).
Figure 3.9-16
Key View 8 - Simulation - Pedestrian Bridge Mitigation
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residence, for pedestrian access between the beach and stairs. Figure 3.9-17 provides a
conceptual simulation of this possible bridge when viewed looking west from the Mountain View
open space (Key View 7A). This elevated element would be a substantial obstruction to ocean
views. Not shown in this conceptual rendering are the access stairs at either end of the bridge,
and pedestrian path on the north side of the channel. Given the public expectation of open
views in this defined open space area, both toward the ocean and from the ocean back to
the lagoon, and the large scale of this bridge relative to the channel and adjacent features,
this element would result in significant, unmitigable visual impacts (Criteria A and B).
3.9.4 MITIGATION MEASURES
No significant long-term impacts would occur with implementation of the three lagoon
enhancement alternatives and thus no mitigation would be required for visual impacts at this time
scale. However, there would be short-term, significant impacts to visual resources during
construction. To reduce the visual impact, measures Visual-1 and Visual-2 would be required as
mitigation:
Freshwater, Saltwater, and Hybrid Alternatives:
Visual-1

Temporary screening shall be placed around construction areas that are secured with a
chain link fence (such as staging areas) to provide visual screening of the equipment.
Screening could be brown or green mesh or other similar material attached to the
fencing. It would be as high as the fence itself, which would range from
approximately 6 to 10 feet.

To reduce the short-term impact to below a level of significance, it would be necessary to
minimize the exposure of viewers to the construction activities and operations. This could be
accomplished through reduction of the construction duration or the staging areas located well
away from sensitive viewers (beach and trail users at the Weir, Railroad and Coast Highway
Basins). It is not possible to further minimize the construction duration as that is dictated by the
time necessary to complete the actions required to accomplish the enhancement project. The
placement of staging areas is dictated by the needs of the construction activities and other factors
such as distance from noise receptors, biological and cultural resources locations, etc. Thus, even
with implementation of Mitigation Measure Visual-1, it is not possible to fully mitigate this
short-term impact to below a level of significance and it would remain significant and
unavoidable for each of the enhancement alternatives.
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If Mitigation Measure Land Use-1 were implemented to avoid a significant land use impact,
there would instead be long-term, significant, unmitigable visual impacts from the Enhancement
Project.
Visual-2

Lights shall be downshielded to direct the light down toward the area of work and
minimize spillage or glare.

Implementation of Mitigation Measure Visual-2 would minimize lighting impacts to residential
or sensitive habitat areas. By reducing the amount of light and glare in the project area,
Mitigation Measure Visual-2 would reduce impacts to visual resources to a less than significant
level for all alternatives.
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50-foot-wide Channel with Weir

St. Malo Residence

Pacific Ocean

Existing Panorama view, looking west from Mountain View open space.

Conceptual Pedestrian Bridge
St. Malo Residence

100-foot-wide Channel, no Weir
(water level varies with tide)

Simulated Concept - Pedestrian Bridge spanning channel (Saltwater and Hybrid Alternatives only)
Figure 3.9-17
Key View 7A - Simulation - Pedestrian Bridge Mitigation
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